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This paper describes one of the earliest attempts
to apply behavioral procedures to autistic chil-
dren, to evaluate the effects of time-out on chil-
dren, to use single-subject evaluation and mea-
surement procedures in a naturalistic setting for
children, and to employ behavioral procedures in
a comprehensive manner that included the train-
ing of parents, institutional staff, and teachers.
(The Social Sciences Citation Index® (SSCI®~indi-
cates that this paper has been cited in over 290
publications since 1966.1
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“In the early 1960s, there was much excitement

about the application of the principles of behavior
to clinical and educational problems. Sidney W.
Bijou and Donald M. Baer, University of Washing.
ton, gathered together a vigorous group interested
in these applications.

“Soon after I had arrived, as a new and nof very
self-confident postdoc, Bijou described an inter.
eating case and an unsettling challenge. The direc-
tor of the children’s unit at the local mental hospi-
tal had said to Bijou, something like, ‘I understand
that you guys think you can teach anyone to do
anything. Let’s see if you can teach a little, three-
and-a-half-year-old autistic boy with severe self-de-
structive tantrums, sleeping problems, and no nor-
mal language how to wear his glasses. Because of
cataracts in his eyes, both lenses have been re-
moved. For the past year, we and hit parents have
tried without success to get him to wear his
glasses. The ophthalmologist predicts that unless
the boy begins wearing his glasses within the next
six months, he will permanently lose his macular
vision. Let’s see you guysteach this boy towear his
glasses!’

“Todd Risley, Hayden Mees, and I found that we
were able to develop procedures that dealt effec-

tively with the tantrums, self-destructive behavior,
sleeping and eating problems, and that also estab-
lished the wearing of glasses, and some appropri-
ate language and social behavior. For the two
years following the boy’s seven-month stay at the
institution, we and our colleagues developed pro-
cedures for teaching him several other appropriate
social and self-care behaviors.
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He recently gradu-

ated from high school. By all accounts, except for
his abnormally thick glasses, he has the appear-
ance and style of a typical adolescent.

“This papermay have been widely cited for sev-
eral reasons. It describes the earliest attempt to
apply and to evaluate systematically the effects of
brief time-out on child behavior. O’Leary and Carr
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have suggested that this paper became a model for
future studies in the field because of its emphasis
on parent and teacher training, early intervention,
and systematic follow-up to ensure maintenance
of treatmentgains as well as continued acquisition
of new behaviors. The research was also an early
example of the application of single-subject re-
search methodology in a naturalistic setting. Be-
havioral data were collected in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of almost all of the procedures
that were used. It was not until a few years later
that some of us formalized our notions regarding
single-subject experimental design and measure-
ment procedures. These were described in a paper
by Baer, Risley, and myself
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which was recently

selected as a Citation Classic.
“A final reason for the paper’sfrequent citation

may be the fact that the procedures ii described
became part of a major body of behavioral tech-
nology for treating autistic children. Most of the
described procedures have been successfully repli-
cated in research with other autistic children. We
replicated most of these procedures ourselves and
evaluated their effectiveness using single-subject
research methodology.
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Other researchers have

also replicated these procedures, adding theirown
important additions and refinements. Some have
evaluated this evolving technology using elegant
and carefully controlled comparison groupexperi-
mental designs.”
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